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Introduction
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Background: Tuberculosis (TB) remains a huge problem in the Eastern Cape 1. The World Health
Organization has called for collaboration between public and private healthcare providers to
maximize integration of TB/HIV services and minimize costs 2
In 2018, AQUITY Innovations, in partnership with NEXT2PEOPLE, were awarded the TB REACH wave
6 grant to implement in Nelson Mandela Bay, sub-district C. As part of TB REACH wave 7, the project
was extended to include an Artificial Intelligence (AI) driven case finding approach and a set of
integrated applications that would enable more efficient case finding methods and an improved
case notification rate.
The project was awarded and started implementation Q1 2020. It was fully operational and adopted
by the team from September 2020 onwards.
The purpose of this poster is to share the experience of implementing these solutions, early-stage
results and challenges.

The AI driven model makes use of contextual big data streams like economic, population
demographics, land-use, climate and other variables in combination with program data. The team
digitized 10% of the previously captured paper-based screening results for training the AI model.
Once implemented, a set of digital screening and patient monitoring tools directly provided patient
level data to the AI engine for continuous learning and real-time program monitoring. The solution
provided the following applications:
• Geoportal for program definition and hotspot mapping
• Hybrid (paper/digital) active case finding and patient screening, treatment and adherence monitoring tool
• Epidemiological Twin Model (digital representation of TB situation) for risk quantification
• Real time program monitoring & evaluation

Results
Prior to the introduction of the model the team executed approx.
56,300 screening at random locations yielding 105 (0,2%) case
notifications. When contact tracing was introduced the yield was
increased with 0,6%, resulting in 643 case notifications over a period
of 6 months. After the introduction of the platform and screening
tools, the performance of the team increased with yield 0.9%
resulting in screening of 90,616 individuals over 6 months and a total
of 898 diagnosed with TB.

Model outputs compaired against observed results
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Conclusions
The solution provided highly detailed program performance metrics and ensured a well coordinated PP response. The yield against traditional methods like contact tracing and random sampling improved
significantly using the AI driven approach. In addition, the automated paper/digital capturing improved the program performance and allowed the team to scale up the program rapidly. The geoportal and
detailed dashboards provide intuitive visuals for daily steering and planning of interventions. Healthcare workers receive daily notifications and real-time optimizations to plan routine activities in advance.
Initial guidance, training of healthcare workers and public private providers is critical to the success of the project. Once established, the program can scale easily and model output continuous to learn
incrementally, resulting in higher accuracy and improved yield.
Although the immediate effect and benefits of using digital tools are present, the acceptance by its users against traditional methods is often challenging. Also, the quantification of benefits resulting from AI
driven approaches will become validated in due course of time with expansion to multiple regions.
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